Digital divide researchers should be leading the academic and political conversation on the growing gap between rich and poor in the United States: where it came from, why it persists, and how we can change it. But we are not. As interdisciplinary scholars of technology and inequality, we have much to offer but the expert opinions in these increasingly mainstream debates are more often those of traditional economists, political scientists, and sociologists. And technologists with moonshot ideas are perhaps the most prominent of all. There are plenty of causes for this dilemma that are external to our field but I think our marginal position is at least partly self-inflicted: By framing the digital divide as a specific, technological species of poverty within contemporary capitalism, we cede in advance a more powerful critique of the technological nature of inequality more generally. This is work we are uniquely positioned to do, but to do so we must practice and theorize a political economy of access that shifts our focus from informational poverty to informational inequality.

Capitalism requires inequality: Ford and his managers needed workers on the line, Google and its engineers need cafeteria workers and book scanners. The relationship between a society's wealthy and its poor varies historically but the two are always produced together and technology mediates this relationship. Digital divide scholars have dissected exactly who lacks access to information and communication technologies (ICT), how that lack has transformed into poverty of skill or usage, and how institutional interventions must account for cultural and economic context. What is missing is an attention at everyday, institutional, and structural scales to how informational wealth and poverty are produced together and how ICT changes the nature of that inequality. We must focus not on the special qualities of the digitally divided, the "information have-nots" as Al Gore put it two decades ago, but how the digital divides us. A political economy of access holds that capital—whether financial, social,
or cultural—is not an object we possess but a social relation. A political economy of access shifts the focus from opportunity, which is always individual, to power, which is always relational. The three examples below, two structural and one ethnographic critique of our approach to unemployment, gesture towards a political economy of access that moves digital divide scholarship and policy away from counting bugs in the system, playing whack-a-mole with new divides in skills or mobility or big data visibility, and towards mapping the features of the system which continues to reproduce inequality.

The idea that gaps in access and skill keep people from getting good, available jobs is common sense in U.S. politics: from Congressmen to Secretaries of the Treasury, to Presidents. And the presence of a 'skills gap' is a persistent theme in surveys of employers. But today there are about three times as many unemployed workers as there are job openings in the US; wages for STEM fields have stagnated when you would expect them to rise if such skills were limited, precious commodities; and digging down into survey data reveals employer concerns over the skill gap are more about finding skilled workers who are willing to work for low wages. The jobs with the highest growth potential in the next decade are not STEM jobs but low-wage service jobs in health and retail fields, most of which require more emotional literacy than computer literacy to succeed. A consistent theme in digital divide scholarship has been regular surveys of who has what skills or tools and how this constrains or rewards them in the job search process. I worry this approach gives tacit approval to the pernicious myth of a skills gap, rather than critically addressing the shape of inequality today. Instead of calculating unemployed workers' precise level of ICT poverty, we should enlarge our tent to include research on how certain skills get under- or over-valued in the labor market or how ICT industries recruit low-wage coding labor and lobby for policy that supports the same.

Many of us pride ourselves on providing sober empirical assessments of digital utopian claims. But by focusing on the opportunities ICT use provides for poverty relief, we avoid debates on how certain
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technologies fundamentally alter the nature of inequality in societies, sectors and workplaces. Aversion to such work may stem from a fear of being labeled technological determinists, but a sober assessment of the social-technological dialectic is necessary to any theory of political economy. Technologically-induced unemployment is a good example here. Automation of routine data processing may be one reason we are witnessing ongoing labor market stratification between high-wage knowledge workers and low-wage service workers. Indeed much of the job losses from the recent recession were mid-wage, routine clerical work that many employers have automated away—one ingredient in our 'jobless recovery.' Travel agents and bank tellers are the archetypal examples here, but in my own city of Washington, D.C. we've seen drastic reduction in the clerical pools which fueled the rise of our local black middle class. In the U.S., a good job has always been part of our common sense of the good life; digital divide scholarship must grapple with what exactly those good jobs are, where they have come from and where they have gone.

Finally, we might think about the most minute aspects of computerization that large-scale surveys might overlook and which only long-term qualitative work can unravel. I entered academia partly to address one problem that kept popping up in my previous life as a social worker: My clients needed a non-trivial level of computer literacy to apply for jobs which themselves required no computer literacy. These lengthy online job applications provided new opportunities for discrimination (e.g., applicants with criminal histories or bad credit can be filtered out) and convenient scapegoats for avoiding applicants who could have been model workers but whose skills and experiences did not fit on a traditional resume (e.g., “Got a red light from the computer, it's out of my hands”). This has reappeared frequently in my fieldwork and it is a good example of why we must shift our frame from poverty to inequality: Asking only what skills or tools are needed to complete the application or get the job keeps us from asking how the shift to online applications shapes the very nature of the job search, how employers benefit, and how this opens opportunities for the good life to some but not others.

I worry that digital divide scholarship and the politics that emerge from it are something of a cargo cult: Assuring ourselves that the good life will emerge if the symbols of it (i.e., ICT and related skills) are present. With this in mind, it is insufficient to reframe the digital divide binary into a digital inequality spectrum. It is the same problem, only more finely measured. A political economy of access looks not at degrees of poverty but its production in relationship to wealth, not gaps but the power to make them. I have presented some pessimistic scenarios of technological change above but they are only examples designed to deflate the assumptions of ICT-enabled social mobility that I believe have been inherent to our field since the first Falling Through The Net report. The empirical work of shifting our focus from poverty to inequality means focusing on ICT not as inherently good or
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bad but as the landscape of contemporary inequality. This integration with traditional political economy and the empirical shift accompanying it could answer Jan van Dijk's call for more theoretical, interdisciplinary, qualitative, dynamic, and conceptually elaborated approaches to the digital divide.

In this way we might take inspiration from geographers who, starting in the early 1970s, argued that space evidenced social struggles and their boundaries, rather than acting as a mute stage for such struggles. Geography is also a site for future collaboration: One site where digital divide scholarship and policy should be more prominent is in debates over 'creative cities' urban policy, a paradigm where growth is driven by the recruitment of technological elites. Such policies often displace or impoverish working-class residents of color, rather than supporting them in developing their own skills and in building sustainable economic alternatives. This is exactly where a political economy of access should be: Exploring how new sites and trends of inequality within contemporary capitalism are built into the technologies we use, what we do with them, and the stories we tell about them—from the most ephemeral personal uses to the grander narratives of policy and economic mobility. Because the digital divide is not a bug in a broken system, but a feature of a system working exactly as it should.
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